Fertility Fast Track: Private 6-Month Mentoring Program
A multi-faceted approach to identifying and moving you through your
blocks- attending to your mind & spirit, not just your ovaries.
If you've been trying to get pregnant naturally, via IVF or otherwise and it hasn't
worked, I can help. If you've been told you or your husband cannot biologically
have children, I can help. If you want a child more than anything and are willing to
do the work, I can help. The people signing up for this program are open, driven,
want a NON-MEDICAL approach, and know that somewhere deep down they
CAN actually do this, they just need some guidance. My system involves a
unique blend of modalities that clears and shifts your energy with the reiki, and
then from the intuitive visuals and feelings I receive while working on each area, I
coach you on how to move forward from beliefs, patterns and situations that are
no longer serving you. And that's when changes can start to happen on a cellular
level. This will include some homework on your part, which will be discussed in
each subsequent session to delve deeper to the root of the block; so your
participation and willingness to do the work is paramount.
I have helped women conceive naturally and I can help you too. YOU DESERVE
THIS. YOU CAN DO THIS. And I would love to show you how.This program
includes:
• Three 90 minute phone sessions per month for 6 months
• Three 20-minute “necessity sessions” to be used over the 6 months for when
urgent things come up in between sessions.
• Dual benefit of the reiki that relaxes and shifts your energy; and the coaching
from the mindset shifting & intuitive hits I get while working on different
areas of your body.
• UNLIMITED email access so that we can keep you moving in between
sessions.

• BONUS GIFT: Personalized Bach Flower remedies prepared by me, and
targeting your specific needs. ($47 value)
• BONUS GIFT: Herbal Infusion ingredients and recipes tailored to your needs
whether it be regulating hormones, reducing inflammation, etc. ($97
value)
BONUS GIFT: Three tarot readings to be used within 6 month coaching
period. ($157 value!)
• BONUS GIFT: Personalized Essential Oils Tutorial: A'ndrea will show how
to use essential oils specifically geared toward infertility. And she will show
you the oils and that are best just for YOU and your Mission ($97 value)
• BONUS GIFT: Personalized Gem Stones Tutorial- A'ndrea will show how
stones work to clear, calm, and amplify what you're wanting. And she'll
show you the ones that are best just for YOU and your future munchkin
($97 value)
•

